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Service portfolio
Learners must:
Produce a service portfolio that includes evidence of practical services carried out with proficiency. The 
service portfolio is an evidence requirement which must be completed prior to learners undertaking the 
practical assessment. VTCT specifies the services to be carried out and evidenced in the portfolio. 

The service portfolio can be used as a confirmatory and formative assessment to prepare learners for 
the practical assessments. The purpose of this portfolio is to evaluate learner performance and use the 
information gathered to shape and improve the learners performance in preparation for summative 
assessments. 

Centres should consider the use of formative self and peer assessment as part of the learning journey. 
Whilst service portfolios are not graded, they may be sampled by the EQA.

 Service portfolio

The service portfolio should contain evidence that learners have:

Performed a minimum of 7 finished looks to 
include

Portfolio reference

Increase volume to same length hair

Create length

Create length and volume

Add colour

Add colour and length

Add colour, length and volume

Increase volume and curl

Add curl and colour

Performed the service to include all of the 
following

Portfolio reference

Extension clips

Hair extension bonding glue (latex)

Extension thread and needle

Extension latch hook

Used all types of temporary hair extensions Portfolio reference
Man-made hair extensions

Human hair extensions

Used all temporary hair extensions Portfolio reference
Lasting up to 24 hours

Lasting between 24 hours to 6 weeks
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Performed services on all hair lengths Portfolio reference
Short

Mid-length

Long

Used all tools, equipment and hair extensions 
suitable for attaching hair extensions

Portfolio reference

Soft bristle brush

Tail comb

Section clips

Chemical-proof gown

Towel

Protective cape

Protective apron

Gloves for use with bonding glue

Used all temporary hair attachment methods Portfolio reference
Clip in hairpieces and attachments

Cold weft bonding (latex)

Taped weft

Plaited

Plaited corn rows with sewn in weft

Plaited corn rows with pulled through hair pieces

Used all tests Portfolio reference
Pull

Elasticity

Skin
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Considered all factors and influences Portfolio reference
Hair characteristics

Hair classification

Test results

Attachment method

Direction and fall of the added hair

Client’s own hair length

Quantity of added hair

The need to blend the client’s hair and temporary hair

Hair texture (both natural and extension)

Hair density (both natural and extension)

Evident hair damage

Head and face shape and size

Finished look

Traction alopecia

Lifestyle

Hairstyle

Used a minimum of 2 cutting tools Portfolio reference
Scissors

Thinning scissors

Razor

Used all cutting techniques Portfolio reference

Tapering

Freehand

Texturising

Given all advice and recommendations Portfolio reference

How to maintain the attachment service

Time interval between services

Present and future products and services
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Feedback - Please use this space if required
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Summative practical assessment
Learners must:
LO4 - Be able to prepare for temporary hair attachment services

LO5 - Be able to provide temporary hair attachment services 

Learners must carry out a complete temporary hair attachment service which will be observed and 
marked by centre assessors. Learners must achieve all assessment criteria in order to pass and achieve 
the unit. The practical assessment must take place in a real or realistic working environment on a real 
client. 

At a minimum the summative practical assessment for this unit must cover:

Service • Temporarily attach hair to enhance a style appropriate to hair type
• One new client using one basic attachment method, e.g. bonding 

glue (latex) extension thread and needle or extension latch hook
• Perform cutting effects to enhance the attachment
• The temporary attachment of hair must be performed within a 

commercial time appropriate to client’s hair type to produce a 
fashionable finish 

Products, tools and 
equipment

• PPE, heat protector, serum, soft bristle brush, tail comb, sectioning 
clips, temporary hair and its attachment method
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Practical assessment

In order to Pass this unit, learners must achieve all Pass criteria.

Pass Criteria 
LO4 Be able to prepare for temporary hair attachment services

P24 - Prepare and check the work area prior to the service

P25 - Prepare and check the products, tools and equipment prior to the service

P26 - Prepare the client for the temporary hair attachment service

P27 - Explain and agree the service outcome with the client

P28 - Demonstrate effectiveness in the salon when attaching temporary hair

LO5 Be able to provide temporary hair attachment services

P29 - Select products, tools and equipment for temporary hair attachment services

P30 - Use products, tools and equipment to produce the desired temporary attached 
hair effect

P31 - Use sectioning and attachment methods to achieve the desired outcome 
considering influencing factors

P32 - Use cutting techniques to achieve the desired finished effect

P33 - Use safe and hygienic methods throughout the service

P34 - Provide in-service checks with the client

P35 - Provide advice and recommendations to the client

P36 - Conduct post-service maintenance of the work area ready to meet the next client

P37 - Maintain accurate client records
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Knowledge criteria

Knowledge assessment criteria 

In order to Pass this unit, learners must achieve all Pass criteria.

Pass Criteria

LO1 Know the salon requirements for temporary hair 
attachment services

Portfolio reference

P1 - Explain the personal responsibilities when providing temporary hair 
attachment services to clients

P2 - Describe how to effectively implement health and safety 
procedures when preparing the work area 

P3 - Describe the risks that may cause hazards when providing 
temporary hair attachment services to clients

P4 - Explain the different types of working methods that promote 
environmental and sustainable working practices

P5 - Explain the importance of accurate record keeping 

LO2 Understand the factors which influence 
temporary hair attachment services

Portfolio reference

P6 - Explain the hair classifications and characteristics 

P7 - Explain how factors influence temporary hair attachment services 

P8 - Describe factors that can prevent or restrict temporary hair 
attachment services 

P9 - Explain the contra-indications to temporarily attach hair services

P10 - Explain the value of questioning the client during the consultation

P11 - Describe the types and purposes of tests used for temporary hair 
attachment services

P12 - Explain the hair growth cycle and how it can impact on 
temporary hair attachments

P13 - Explain the potential consequences of excessive tension on the 
hair
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LO2 Understand the factors which influence 
temporary hair attachment services (continued)

Portfolio reference

P14 - Describe the range of protective clothing and products that 
should be used for the service

P15 - Explain the importance of exploring a variety of looks using 
relevant tools and resources 

P16 - Explain the importance of the client maintaining good posture 
during the attachment of temporary hair

P17 - Explain the safety considerations that must be taken into account 
when attaching temporary hair

P18 - Explain the importance of following manufacturers’ instructions 
for the safe and specific use of temporary hair attachment products, 
materials and equipment

P19 - Explain the types and causes of problems that can occur during 
the service and how to rectify them

P20 - Explain the importance of providing advice and 
recommendations on the products and services provided in the salon

LO3 Know products, tools and equipment used for 
temporary hair attachment services

Portfolio reference

P21 - Describe the types of temporary hair attachments

P22 - Describe the tools used during the attachment of temporary hair

P23 - Describe the equipment used during the attachment of temporary 
hair
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Notes - Please use this space if required


